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For people whose impressions of Congress come from tabloid newscasts and comedy shows, Joseph H. Gibson’s Persuading Congress offers a change of pace — an easy-to-read, down-to-earth primer on how to get business done on Capitol Hill.

Virginia lawyer Gibson, formerly chief minority counsel to the House Judiciary Committee, now has an antitrust, intellectual property, and governmental relations practice with Constantine Cannon LLP in Washington, D.C.

The book largely focuses on people — the roles of members of Congress, their staffs, and the federal agency employees who influence the lawmaking process.

He describes outside influences — the president, the courts, the lobbyists, the media, the public. And he outlines the process.

The book is exquisitely organized, with bulleted summaries preceding the brief chapters.

The gist of Gibson’s message: To persuade Congress, use your human relations skills. Know who does what. Be honest, fair, persistent, and patient. Build long-term relationships. Present your idea in a manner that will convince your audience that it is to his or her advantage. Establish alliances. Make sure the legislator gets credit for successes.

Persuading Congress could be a text for a civics class as well as a manual for advocates.